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Chapter one

The Purpose-Driven Worship Recording (Why do it)

 So you're thinking of recording your worship team. Why? There can be a variety of 
answers to this question;

- Your pastor has pastor friends whose churches have recorded CDs and he wants to be in 
the club.

- Your music pastor, or one of the musicians, has written some really cool songs and you 
think the world needs to hear them.

- You want to be the next HillSongs.

- You haven't used all your budget yet this year and you're afraid they'll reduce it if you 
don't spend it.

- You've always wanted to be a pop star.

- You want to show the people in your community what its like to be in one of your 
church services.

- Your worship team will mutiny if they don't get to record...soon.

 Before you begin to record, write out a purpose for your recording. Make it as 
clear and specific as you can. Some of the above purposes are good and worthy of your 
efforts. It's not bad to be like the other churches your size that have recorded a worship 
CD. It keeps you in the game. It's not bad to try to get your songs out to a greater audi-
ence. The best worship songs are born in the local church. If you have a great song, why 
not share it with the world?

 Some of the above purposes are not worth your effort. They are detrimental to the 
work of God. Your church will not be the next HillSongs. There is no next HillSongs. let 
your church be what it was called to be- a light in your community. Besides, what hap-
pened at HillSongs was the result of years of building a fine arts program, having a musi-
cally gifted pastor, developing a unique style of worship that reflected the tastes of their 
community and touched their community, making a commitment to spread what they 
had and, finally, the blessing of the Holy God. If God does the same thing in your congre-
gation, it will most likely be as a result of all these things as well.
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 But don't aim for that. Have a practical purpose in mind. Don't only have it in mind; 
write it down and keep it before you throughout the project. let everyone involved know 
what the purpose is and remind them of it constantly.

 I'd like to weigh in here with a personal opinion, born from 30+ years in worship 
music. I believe that God placed your fellowship where He did to be a light in your city, 
town or region. He places us so that the people near us will have a nearby connection 
point with the living God. Because of this, I think that most worship team CDs serve best 
when they are aimed at the people in their neighborhood. I have seen too many churches 
aim right over the heads of needy people in their quest for world-wide ministry. Don't 
forget your neighborhood.

 Your project will have a primary purpose and perhaps several secondary purpos-
es. You don't need to write down the secondary purposes. If you keep your eyes on the 
first, most important purpose- and communicate that to your team and congregation- 
all the others will fall into their proper, God-ordained perspective.

 That said, your purpose statement should be pithy, concise and memorable. It 
could read something like;

- This CD is meant to reflect the church experience we have to the people who live around 
us and work with us but don't worship with us...yet.

- The primary purpose of this worship CD is to allow us to bless the Church around the 
world with the unique songs God has given us.

- We are recording a worship CD to bless our congregation by giving them a portable 
worship experience they can have in their cars, homes and headphones.

- our worship CD is a representation of our worship experience to our visitors and con-
gregation as a way to raise funds for our music budget.

 Each of these purposes is similar but uniquely different from the others. The dif-
ferences are important. They will determine the songs, the performance, the mixes, the 
artwork and the way you make them available. Think and pray on this and carefully 
word your purpose statement so that it completely and specifically expresses your pri-
mary purpose.

 once you have decided on your purpose, write it out for all to see. Put it on posters 
in the rehearsal room. Keep it before you as you plan and execute the recording. Put it 
on the wall of the studio where you mix the music. It will dictate to you what will fit the 
recording and what will not. Every aspect of your project must fit this purpose or it must 
be rejected. Here's a story of putting this into practise.
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 I was producing a worship album years ago for a congregation. The bassist had 
many years in music and seemed somewhat frustrated by his lack of success in the 
music business. In our planning for the recording he informed me that he HAD to use his 
amplifier and cabinet on stage and that we needed to put a mic on it. I suggested that 
it would be better for him to go direct to eliminate unnecessary sound from the stage- 
sound that would end up not only in his microphone but in all the other open mics on 
stage.

 He refused to do this. He said it would ruin his tone. I made a second suggestion 
that we build a special sound-proofed box to surround his cabinet so that we could iso-
late it from the other open mics and still get "his" tone. He refused this as well.

 I resorted to my last card. I suggested to him that we all were serving one purpose- 
the primary purpose of the recording- which was to celebrate the life of the church and 
the growth God had given it. The CD was not a vehicle for his talent. His talent should be, 
like all of ours, the servant of the music. Thankfully, he saw this and completely changed 
his attitude and was a joy to work with after that. In fact, he became one of the biggest 
assets in the process as we recorded and mixed the CD.

 If you have a clear vision, and communicate that vision to your team, they will be 
better able to commit to the vision. The clearer the purpose, the easier it is to see what 
will serve it and what won't and, I think, the more willing your team will be to submit to 
the choices that need to be made.

 So, this is your first- and most important- step. Think and pray about it. Be honest 
in your evaluation of what you want to accomplish. Don't hide a personal motive beneath 
a grand and Godly statement. Be truthful.

 Whittle away at the wording until you have what a friend of mine calls a "bumper 
sticker." That is, a memorable statement that's easy to say and sticks in people's minds. 
After you get this settled, everything else in the recording process will bow to it, or be 
thrown in the fiery furnace.
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Chapter Two

Wild At Heart, orderly In Mind (Planning)

 Many creative people are not very orderly. It will help you tremendously in the 
making of your worship CD if you will "put on" a habit of orderliness, if you aren't that 
way by nature. Perhaps you have someone else to help you in this regard. Either way, 
organization will help you remain calm throughout the recording project. So, let's talk 
about the various elements you should consider in your orderly planning.

What is your budget?
Who is your audience?
Is it a live or studio recording?
Who's going to record it?
Will you hire a producer?
What songs will you record?
Who's going to play on it?
When is it going to happen?
Do you have a specific release date in mind?
Who will design the artwork?
Who will manufacture it for you?
How will you distribute it?
How many do you expect to sell/give away?
What about copyrights?

 We'll deal with each of these questions in this book, but first some more advice. 
There can be only one boss. Recording by committee does not work. Most of the time, 
co-producing does not work. Having the entire worship team in to the studio to listen- 
and critique- the mixes does not work. Delegating responsibilities works, but be sure to 
delegate to someone who has the ability, energy or resourcefulness to do the job they're 
handed. This job needs a leader. If you're not it, give this book to the person who is.

 Here are the main stages of your project in chronological and ascending order. In 
other words, you can't move to the next step until you complete the step you're on.

 -Pre-Production- you're doing that right now.
 -Production- divided into three parts
  -Recording
  -Mixing
  -Graphic design
 -Manufacturing
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 -Distribution

 okay, let's establish a generic recording timeline. There are some parts of your 
project whose timelines are predictable. If you're doing a live recording, for instance, 
it'll all be captured after a day or two. You can tell when you'll be finished with that part 
of it. on the other hand, mixing sometimes gets crazy. The studio can get booked, wor-
ship team members argue (No!) over small details. Things bog down. Mixing is tedious. 
It takes loads of time listening to the same snare hit over and over again. Some people 
can't take it.

 Your graphic artist might be changing his computer program and be shut down for 
a week. Your budget may release in stages and slow down your recording schedule. The 
manufacturer may be in a particularly busy time and not be able to get your order to 
you when you need it. All these points will need your attention. It's best to attend to them 
beforehand, if possible. That way, you won't hit as many surprises.

 Here's a mythical timeline for a mythical recording. It's a live recording happen-
ing on August �1 and ��, any year. We'll assume you're working with a studio that's fast 
and good. You'll probably spend at least three weeks in mixing (don't worry. I'll explain all 
these terms and steps later.) That means your master CD is ready to reproduce on Sep-
tember 1� or so. Your graphic artist has been busy and faithful and has his art ready to 
send with the master CD to the manufacturer.

 It just so happens that September and october are REAllY busy months for the 
manufacturing plants. This part is not mythical; this is true every year. They're busy do-
ing audio CDs, video games, DVDs and computer programs for the Christmas season. So, 
instead of taking �-3 weeks to get it to you, you're looking at 5-6 weeks. That  means 
they'll ship your CDs on or about october 17. About five days after they ship, you'll re-
ceive your CDs. Yay!

 You started back in June practising for the recording. You got the CDs four months 
later. During any other season of the year, your timeline would be compressed by three 
or four weeks. This is, of course, assuming that everything goes according to plan and 
hums along. That's where your organization skills will help speed it along smoothly. let's 
talk about all those questions we asked at the beginning of the chapter.

 What's your budget?

 You should be prepared to spend a minimum of $5,000 on the recording alone. In 
the recording/studio service of our ministry, we have several recording packages and 
this is the smallest budget of them all. Besides the recording, you'll have to figure in your 
graphics design and manufacturing as well. If you have an in-house artist who will do it 
for free, that's great. Just remember that this will be your first impression on your audi-
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ence. Don't skimp.  If you hire an outside designer, plan to pay between $1,000 and $�,500 
for a good design. I recommend that you seriously consider having a professional do this 
job. It may seem like a lot of money, but it will be well worth it in the way your audience 
perceives the quality of your CD.

 Manufacturing will cost you about $1.00- 1.�5 per CD in a minimum order of 
1,000 CDs. If you're ordering that many and paying more, call me. Someone's making 
money at your expense. This manufacturing process and price should include printing 
of the booklet and tray card, on-CD printing, replicating the CD, collating it all into a 
jewel case, shrink-wrapping it and putting the individual CDs in boxes of �5 or 30 each, 
and putting four to six of those boxes in larger cartons ready for shipping (more on this 
later.)

 Back to the recording part of the budget. In our case, a $5,000 budget includes two 
days of live, on-site recording (no fixes in the studio), mixing and delivery of a master 
CD suitable for manufacturing. You may want to be able to fix bad vocal lines or instru-
mental mistakes. This will take studio time which costs more money. If you're looking for 
a higher quality finished recording, consider raising your budget. Again in our case, we 
have budgets all the way up to $�0,000. The difference between a $5,000 budget and a 
$�0,000 budget is TIME. If you want to tweak that snare sound 'til it sounds just like Mr. 
Mister, that will take time, which costs money. My advice: for your first CD, only spend 
between $5,000 and $10,000 on your recording portion. You will learn so much on your 
first project and will use it to speed up (and save money) on your next project.

 So, let's put a couple of hypothetical budgets together.

#1
  live recording & mixing  $5,000
  Graphic design    $1,500
  Manufacturing (1000 CDs)  $1,000
  ToTAl     $7,500

#�
  live recording, fixes & mixing $10,000
  Graphic design    $1,500
  Manufacturing (1000 CDs)  $1,000
  ToTAl     $1�,500

 For each of these I would also include a pad of $�,500 or so in case you want to 
replace cables, instruments, microphones, drum shields or other equipment, you spend 
more on one part of your budget, or want to pursue other consultation or research in 
preparation for the recording project. Pads are good.

 Who Is Your Audience?
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 Who are you targeting for this recording? It's fairly difficult to please blue-hairs, 
mullets, mohawks and soul patches all on the same CD. Besides that, it's not worth try-
ing. If you cast too wide a net, you'll end up not pleasing any of them. Remember, if you 
aim at nothing, you'll hit it every time. If you aim at all of them, you'll hit none of them. 
However, if you aim at one age or demographic group, you'll probably end up hitting sev-
eral of them.

 So make it a part of your plan from the beginning; This CD is aimed at high school-
ers. or college age kids, or young families, or Baby Boomers, or � & 3 year olds. Make 
sure your song selection and performace style fit your audience. Another piece of per-
sonal advice; your pastor should make an appearance on your recording, no matter who 
it's aimed at. Hearing his voice- and liking it- can help people feel comfortable at your 
church. If he can't sing, let him do a Scripture reading with musical backing. let him 
introduce the band and/or pray to close the CD. Make him shine!

 Is It  A live or Studio Recording?

 There are merits in both. A studio recording allows you to make a more pristine 
recording with greater attention to playing cool parts and getting everything perfect. 
A live recording allows you to capture a real performance and a certain energy that's 
lost in the studio. Studio recordings are generally more expensive than live recordings. 
It's your call, but remember that your decision here has to serve your purpose for the 
recording. For the purposes of this book,  I will primarily speak about recording a live 
worship CD.

 Who's Going To Record It?

 Basic recording systems have gotten more inexpensive with each year. You could 
do this CD with your own crew...conceivably. The quality of your recording will not be 
measured only by the quality of the equipment you use but by the skill of the musicians, 
engineers and producer. A cheap recording with unskilled non-professionals will sound 
cheap no matter how great the gear. My advice; hire a professional to record and mix 
your project. If you like, tell him that you'd like to learn as much as you can so you can do 
the next one in-house. In my case, I am more than happy to have you look over my shoul-
der and ask questions during the recording and mix sessions. I think most other pros 
would feel the same. Just be sensitive to the amount of time it takes.

 You can also record it yourself (assuming you have a good recording system, good 
sound folks and excellent microphones) and have someone else mix it. Be sure, in this 
case, to ascertain that the mixing studio's recording system is compatible with yours 
(more on the recording format later.)
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 Will You Hire A Producer?

 Many musicians wrongly assume that because they know what they want their 
music to sound like they have the ability to get it to sound like that. Many don't. If 
you're new to recording, let a professional guide you through it, at least on the first proj-
ect. From many years of experience, I can say that you'll be glad you did. I was asked to 
record and produce a worship CD for a large church of 6,000 people. They already had 
very good recording equipment, excellent microphones, a very talented worship leader, 
good musicians and a top-notch sound crew. They were wise, though, in realizing that 
they knew nothing about recording and mixing. I have to say that it is a joy to work with 
people like this. Everybody is free to to do the job they do best, and they end up with a 
better recording. From experience I'd have to say that it takes more time, and is conse-
quently more expensive, when a studio naif produces.

 If you do hire a professional to record and produce your CD, do some research 
before you settle on your choice. Make sure they have ears to hear what it is you hear. 
Make sure they have the skill to do what you want. After you've made the decision and 
put them at the producing helm, trust your decision and trust them. I don't know anyone 
who wants to do a bad job. I don't know any producers who want a reputation for get-
ting really bad sounds, doing terrible mixes and being hard to work with. If you let him, 
he will do his very best for you. Trust God that He led you to this producer. God will see it 
through.

 What Songs Will You Record?

 Basic. Make a list of possible songs. Here are some criteria; What songs do you 
perform well? What songs does your congregation respond to particularly? What songs 
will focus on your target audience the best? Remember your PURPoSE and choose songs 
accordingly.

 If you're recording all original songs, the copyright issue is easy to deal with. If 
you're recording songs that are already published, you may be frightened by the sup-
posed legal tangle that will be required of you to deal with. Be not afraid, little one. Here's 
the fact; publishers want you to record their songs. They'll make it as easy as they can 
for you, because it's income for them and their songwriters. There are several companies 
that will help you get the necessary permissions you'll need. I'd recommend the Copy-
right Company in Nashville, TN. They specialize in Christian music, know the publishers 
and are very friendly and efficient. You can find them on the internet or in the Yellow 
Pages for Nashville. They'll guide you every step of the way.

 Who's going to play on it?

 You may have only your top notch players on the recording. You may not have that 
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option. Either way, if you exclude people, you may engender ill will. It might be better to 
have everyone play something on the project, the exception being that you don't want to 
be changing your core players during the recording. Keep your rhythm section the same 
for the whole recording. let everybody else that can be involved. Here's a secret; There is 
a mute button that will eliminate any track that sucks. Go ahead and let them sing, or 
play, and worry about the rest of it in the mix sessions. There are times, though, when 
this approach just will not work.

 I mixed a live recording from a large worship event. It was some of the most ex-
citing and passionate worship music I've heard and I really enjoyed working on it. There 
was, however, one small problem. A trumpeter was playing along that felt that his special 
prophetic musical gift was to make his trumpet whinny like a horse. This could have been 
an interesting and arresting effect if used once, but it was on nearly every song. Because 
of all the open microphones on stage, it wasn't only recorded by his mic but by every mic 
on the stage, including the drums, piano, organ, vocals, lead guitar and the other wind 
instruments. Frankly, he nearly ruined the recording. I spent many, many extra hours 
stitching together the songs without his parts. It was painstaking, time consuming and 
expensive. If you have a question on someone's abilities, either exclude them or ask the 
producers opinion.

 When is it going to happen?

 Set your recording schedule on your church calendar. Then work backwards and 
set your rehearsal schedule. Plan for at least two months of rehearsals to prepare for the 
day of recording. Work forward from your recording date(s) to make a studio mix sched-
ule, a manufacturing schedule and a release date. once you have it on the calendar, don't 
change it unless absolutely necessary. There are many people involved whose schedules 
will need to accomodate any changes. The studio, engineers, producer and manufactur-
ers will need to be taken into account on this point. It's better to make a good solid plan 
and stick with it.

 Do you have a specific release date in mind?

 one church I worked with wanted to have their CD ready for their annual Christ-
mas extravaganza. Because they had a specific release date in mind, we back-timed 
everything to ensure that we had enough time to record, mix and manufacture to meet 
that deadline. Give yourself a pad of a few extra weeks. My experience is that things go 
wrong and delays happen, even in the smoothest of projects. You don't want to be biting 
your nails on the day of your special event, waiting for the UPS truck.

 Who will design the artwork?
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 We talked about this decision in relation to how the quality of the design will af-
fect your target audience. As it relates to our planning, we want to make sure that the 
artist will deliver the goods on time and in a format that is acceptable to the manufac-
turer. It's a good idea to put your graphics person in touch with the manufacturer di-
rectly as early in the process as possible. Different manufacturers have different tem-
plates they require that your layouts must conform to. Having this information to your 
designer early will expedite the process and help you meet your release deadline.

 Who will manufacture it for you?

 There are many, many companies vying for your CD replication business all over 
the US and in Canada. Remember, if it costs you more than $1.00-1.�5, you're paying too 
much. You should be able to find a company near where you live to handle this for you. 
It's wisest to find a company close to you to save shipping costs, but the more important 
issues are the price per CD and their delivery track record. If they can't get it to you 
when you need it, any money saved becomes money lost. I used a company once that was 
close enough to our offices that I could drive over and pick up the CDs myself. They were 
consistently three to four weeks behind schedule- and lying about it- so that we could 
not continue to use them. They went out of business.

 I have been using a company in Southern California that I am very happy with. 
They are always on time, on budget and wonderfully genial to work with. If you call me, 
I'll give you their contact info.

 How will you distribute it?

 For the most part, your CD will be sold through your church. In my opinion, this is 
the best way. The music business is going through fundamental and radical shifts in the 
way they construct albums and deliver music to their customers. The companies are not 
always proving successful in keeping step with technology or the desires of their cus-
tomers. For those and a variety of other good reasons, it is best for you and your church 
to remain independent of a record label deal. Maybe we'll cover some of these reasons. 
Maybe we won't.  It's a big subject. It might take it's own book...

 How many do you expect to sell/give away?

 This question will help you determine the amount of your budget. The rule of 
thumb is not to spend more money producing a CD than you will make from selling it in 
the first year. For some of the purposes we mentioned, this point is not relevant. It might, 
however, help you to have this information in case anyone asks- like the chairman of the 
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board.

 If you spend $1�,500 recording and manufacturing your first 1,000 CDs, you'll 
need to sell 834 CDs at $15 each to break even. The money you make from the rest of 
your first thousand (166) will more than pay for the manufacturing of the second thou-
sand. likewise, a recording budget of $7,500 would need sales of 500 CDs to break even. 
Neither of these figures is out of the ball park, even for small churches. You can do it!

 on the next page I have created a sample worksheet for your recording project. 
You will probably want to personalize this to your situation. It will help your planning 
and clarify your purpose if you walk through each of these issues and work them out in 
advance.
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Worship Recording Planning Sheet

Purpose:

Budget:
  Recording
  Design
  Manufacturing
  Miscellaneous

Target Audience:

Recording Approach: (live or Studio)

Recording Company:

Producer:

Song list:

Copyright Information:

Musicians:

Tech Crew:

Recording Dates:

Release Date:

Graphic Design:

Manufacturer:

Distribution:

Expected First Year Sales:
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Chapter Three

A Tale of Two Media (recording media)

 The coolest thing that has happened in my musical lifetime is that technology has 
brought the ability to make high quality multi-track recordings to an affordable level. 
I spent more money on my first album (phonograph lp and 8-track, recorded in lA in 
1977-78) than I have on any subsequent recording, even though the value of the dollar 
has gone down. Every decade has brought new advancements and lower costs. Isn't this a 
great time to be alive?! The biggest change, however, has been the advent of digital re-
cording.

 There are several choices of recording formats available to you today. I'm not go-
ing to talk about analog recording. If you're considering that, you probably have a purist 
on your worship team that is pointing you that way. If you record analog, have a good 
time. I'm going to talk about the digital formats.

 There are two sorts of digital recording formats- tape based and hard-disk based. 
The most widely used tape based formats are either ADATs, made by Alesis or DA-38s or 
DA-88s from Tascam. on the hard-disk side there are many, many systems available to 
you- ProTools, Digital Performer, Mackie, the new ADAT format, Radar, Sonar, Nuendo, 
and on and on.  They're all good. They all have their attributes and detriments. Some 
lean more toward the consumer end of electronics (like Apple's Garage Band) and so won't 
have all the cool plug-ins (translation: bells and whistles) while others are at the top end 
of recording quality (Pro-Tools abd Digital Performer) and have every conceivable bell, 
whistle and plug-in available. Naturally, I suggest that you seek the higher quality for-
mats. Your listeners will thank you for it.

 let's talk very briefly and ever so unprofessionally about how these multi-track 
whatevers work. Multi-track is simply the designation given to any recording system 
that can record more than two tracks (stereo.) A track is one stream of musical record-
ing, say a lead vocal. If you want to record a guitar with that, you can either put them 
both on the same track, in which case you won't be able to change their relationship 
to one another, or you put the guitar on a second track. Adding bass will take another 
track. Adding keys will most of the time take two (stereo) tracks. Putting drums down 
will take six to ten tracks! oh, those selfish drummers...

 When I first started recording, the standard was to record on �4 track, two inch 
tape. The tape is two inches wide (think of cassette tape at 1/16th of an inch, just as 
flimsy, only 3� times wider.) Each track was recorded linearly on the tape as it sped 
past the record head at 15 or 30 inches per second (ips.) I've drawn a simple diagram 
of this because it may help to see the tracks. Naturally, if your tape is two inches wide 
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and you are fitting �4 tracks on it, each track is 1/1�th of 
an inch wide. That's not a whole lot of iron oxide to magnetize 
and re-create the sound of a violin or guitar. To the left are 
images of a tape reel and recording machines. They were as 
big as washing machines and very finicky, requiring constant 
maintenance. And each of those little glowing rectangles is a 
VU meter measuring the signal strength on one track.

 Each of the little spaces in the diagram above would record one 
signal as the tape moved left to right across the tape head. These 
lines are seven inches long. At 30 ips, they would have gone by in 
about a quarter of a second. A four minute song would use 600 
feet of tape.

 If you wanted to locate a certain point in the song, you had to rewind the tape 
back to the general neighborhood and hope you were close. After you had recorded all �4 
tracks, you would want to mix them. That is exactly what it sounds like; you put them 
all through a mixer, vary their volumes, tones and effects, and mix it down to a stereo 
(two track) tape. We spent loads of time just waiting for these big machines to rewind 
the flimsy tape carefully back so we could do another take. We were So cool! It was the 
80s.

 Recording tape is only a Mylar film with iron oxide (rust) on it. Each time you re-
corded something, you were making all those little iron filings dance and rearrange into 
a unique pattern that would reproduce your sound. Each time you ran the tape, you were 
rubbing it against a steel surface- the record and playback heads. That tended to rub off 
a few of those rusty spots with each pass. Consequently, the more you played the tape, 
the more your sound degraded. Thank God for digital!

 Nowadays, digital recording is still done to tape but the process is completely dif-
ferent. The digital systems are simply storing binary information, as opposed to electri-
cal information, on a tape. When they play back your tracks, they are little computers 
reading bytes and bits and translating them into sound. You're still rubbing the tape 
against a hard surface, but this time it's simply making the impression of a bit of infor-
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mation slightly less readable, something like this; After one play 01 After one thousand 
plays 01. It's harder to read, but it's the SAME information. As long as your digital re-
corder can read that it's a "0" and a "1", it will reproduce the sound exactly as recorded. 
This is, in my opinion, the reason digital is better than analog recording. But it gets bet-
ter...

 With the coming of hard-disk based digital recording, the moving parts rubbing 
against each other were removed from the recording process entirely. Now there's not 
even the degradation of the imprint of the information. Consequence: faithful digital 
reproduction of your sound every time.

 We're still recording multi-track, so you'll still lay down those drums on 6-10 
tracks. You can record on as many tracks as your computer recording system has 
memory for. You'll still mix those tracks and make a stereo master, but it will probably 
happen inside the computer and be delivered to you on a CD. That CD will be used to re-
produce after its own kind again and again and again; every copy an exact duplicate of 
the original. life is good.

 Here's what you want to make sure of;

- that your recording company can handle all the tracks you'll need/want to record.
- if the company that records and the company that mixes are different, that they have 
compatible systems (not all do.)
- that your recording company has the plug-ins to make your sound sparkle. Some com-
mon plug-ins include compression, gating, limiting, reverb, delay and other effects, amp 
simulation, pitch correction, microphone modeling, and the list could go on for a couple 
of pages.
- that your recording company can deliver to you a master CD suitable for replication.

 on the next page I have reproduced a track sheet for a recent project we did. We 
recorded to ADATs, then digitally transferred them (no loss of sound) to a hard drive in 
our studio and mixed them in Digital Performer. Each ADAT has eight tracks, so each 
successive ADAT is marked "A," "B," and so on. I have also noted in parentheses after each 
instrument name the kind of signal or the mic we used. Direct means there is no mic, the 
instrument was plugged in directly to the sound system and recorder.

 Every instrument has been assigned a track (or two for the stereo sends.) on the 
pages that follow, there are a couple of blank work sheets to help in planning for the 
number of tracks you'll need. Your recording engineer or producer will most likely have 
his own version of this track sheet and will use it. This will simply help you prepare.
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Project Name____________________ Producer____________________
Recording Date__________   Engineer____________________
Song Title or Track Number____________________
Assigns:

ADAT Board Instrument
Tk#    Ch.#   Source
A1______1______- Kick (Audix D6)
A2______2______- Snare (Audix D1 or 2)
A3______3______- HiHat (Audix D2 or 4)
A4______4______- High Tom (Audix D4)
A5______5______- Low Tom (Audix D4)
A6______5______- Floor Tom (Audix D4)
A7______6______- Ovr Drums Left (SCX50)
A8______7______- Ovr Drums Right (SCX50)
B1______8______- Bass (direct)
B2______10_____- Electric Guitar (direct)
B3______11_____- Acoustic Piano Left (SCX25)
B4______12_____- Acoustic Piano Right (SCX25)
B5______13_____- Keys 1 Left (direct)
B6______14_____- Keys 1 Right (direct)
B7______15_____- Keys 2 Left (direct)
B8______16_____- Keys 2 Right (direct)
C1______17_____- Percussion 1 (mic)
C2______18_____- Percussion 2 (mic)
C3______19_____- Trumpet 1 (mic)
C4______20_____- Trumpet 2 (mic)
C5______21_____- Trombone (mic)
C6______22_____-  Sax 1 (mic)
C7______23_____-  Sax 2 (mic)
C8______24_____-  Violin (mic)
D1______25_____- Lead Vocal (mic105)
D2______26_____- BGV 1 (mic AKG)
D3______27_____- BGV 2 (mic AKG)
D4______28_____- BGV 3 (mic AKG)
D5______29_____- BGV 4 (mic AKG)
D6______30_____- BGV 5 (mic AKG)
D7______31_____- BGV 6 (mic AKG)
D8______32_____- Acoustic guitar (direct)
E1______33_____- Choir mid left (mic Shoeps)
E2______34_____- Choir mid right (mic Shoeps)
E3______35_____- Choir far left (mic Shoeps)
E4______36_____- Choir far right (mic Shoeps)
E5______37_____- Audience front Left (mic)
E6______38_____- Audience front Right (mic)
E7______39_____- Audience back Left (mic)
E8______40_____- Audience back Right (mic)
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Project Name____________________ Producer____________________
Recording Date__________   Engineer____________________
Song Title or Track Number____________________
Assigns:

ADAT Board Instrument    NOTES
Tk#    Ch.#   Source
A1______1______- ____________________
A2______2______- ____________________
A3______3______- ____________________
A4______4______- ____________________
A5______5______- ____________________
A6______5______- ____________________
A7______6______- ____________________
A8______7______- ____________________
B1______8______- ____________________
B2______10_____- ____________________
B3______11_____- ____________________
B4______12_____- ____________________
B5______13_____- ____________________
B6______14_____- ____________________
B7______15_____- ____________________
B8______16_____- ____________________
C1______17_____- ____________________
C2______18_____- ____________________
C3______19_____- ____________________
C4______20_____- ____________________
C5______21_____- ____________________
C6______22_____-  ____________________
C7______23_____-  ____________________
C8______24_____-  ____________________
D1______25_____- ____________________
D2______26_____- ____________________
D3______27_____- ____________________
D4______28_____- ____________________
D5______29_____- ____________________
D6______30_____- ____________________
D7______31_____- ____________________
D8______32_____- ____________________
E1______33_____- ____________________
E2______34_____- ____________________
E3______35_____- ____________________
E4______36_____- ____________________
E5______37_____- ____________________
E6______38_____- ____________________
E7______39_____- ____________________
E8______40_____- ____________________
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Project Name____________________ Producer____________________
Recording Date__________   Engineer____________________
Song Title or Track Number____________________
Assigns:

Record      Board  Instrument    NOTES
Tk#         Ch.#   Source
01______-______- ____________________
02______-______- ____________________
03______-______- ____________________
04______-______- ____________________
05______-______- ____________________
06______-______- ____________________
07______-______- ____________________
08______-______- ____________________
09______-______- ____________________
10______-_____- ____________________
11______-_____- ____________________
12______-_____- ____________________
13______-_____- ____________________
14______-_____- ____________________
15______-_____- ____________________
16______-_____- ____________________
17______-_____- ____________________
18______-_____- ____________________
19______-_____- ____________________
20______-_____- ____________________
21______-_____- ____________________
22______-_____-  ____________________
23______-_____-  ____________________
24______-_____-  ____________________
25______-_____- ____________________
26______-_____- ____________________
27______-_____- ____________________
28______-_____- ____________________
29______-_____- ____________________
30______-_____- ____________________
31______-_____- ____________________
32______-_____- ____________________
33______-_____- ____________________
34______-_____-  ____________________
35______-_____-  ____________________
36______-_____-  ____________________
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Chapter Four

A Hard Days Night (Practising)

 By now you have your song list with all the "possibles" in front of you. As you pre-
pare for your recording, make a musical chart or tick sheet for each and every musician 
and vocalist. A tick sheet is simply a chord chart with little "ticks" to indicate the tim-
ing. I've put a sample chart at the end of this chapter. Make sure that everyone is read-
ing the same chart and playing the same chords. You'd be surprised how many times this 
doesn't happen. Some musicians don't know the chord on the chart but are embarrassed 
to say so. others are hearing a different chord and playing it in spite of what's written. 
others just aren't paying attention. Attention, class. We are all going to have the same 
music and we are all going to play what is written. Is that clear? okay, begin...

 I normally break my recording rehearsals into groups- rhythm section (bass, 
drums, percussion, guitars and keys), vocals, other melodic instruments (horns, sax, 
flute, etc) at the start of a project for a certain period at each rehearsal.  I will even 
break them down further into instrumental categories. There are several reasons for 
this;

- sometimes you find that not everyone is playing the same chord at the same time. You 
can resolve musical conflicts easier this way. A minor sixth against a major second can 
sound okay when there's a lot of noise, but will grate on a recording (when you can ac-
tually hear it.) Your live performance goes by once. Your recording will go by multiple 
times. This allows for greater scrutiny and people will hear the weirdness.

- sometimes vocalists are singing a nice harmony but the wrong one for the chord. It's 
hard to hear this stuff when the whole band is playing.

- you can tighten up your arrangements easier this way. Be picky. very picky.

 Most non-professional musicians overplay. That is, they play way too much. What 
I mean is, they play too often. In other words, there are too many notes and/or rhythms 
coming out of their instruments. In English it sounds like this: they overplay.

 It is not necessary for the acoustic guitar player to keep the rhythm all the time 
when you have a drummer. The keyboards don't have to play the melody line. The bass-
ist should hold down the bottom end with the kick drum. The rule that will help your CD 
sizzle is, lESS IS MoRE. Mozart said, "the notes are silver, the rests are gold." Build space 
into every song and work really hard to keep it there.
 Each instrument is only a slice of the musical pie, not the whole pie. Each instru-
ment should make a contribution but not dominate. The way you get better and tighter 
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as a group is to rehearse. I tell my bands to rehearse until they hate the songs and can 
play them while holding an interesting conversation AND thinking of another song in a 
different key and time signature. It also pays to encourage a humble attitude in every-
one. Every note and rhythm must serve our PURPoSE or it must go far, far away.

 There is no other way to get good than to rehearse. Take at least two months to go 
over your songs and scrub them of all extraneous musical matter. This could mean that 
the lead guitar player will have to give up his really cool tremolo part, or that your key-
board player will change from the "fat, fake string sound that lays like a thick blanket 
of fog over everything else" patch to something a little less intrusive, or that your bass 
player will not do those sixteenth note lead lines up the neck. So be it. With your PUR-
PoSE in mind, this should be no problem. You will be surprised how breaking down into 
groups to rehearse will help to refine your sound.

 But there comes a time when the whole group needs to rehearse together. If your 
drummer is good, he will provide the rhythm. If he's not that good, someone else will 
have to do it. But there has to be oNE person that is establishing the rhythm and keeping 
everybody to it. There cannot be two. let me say it plainly. The worship leader cannot 
fight the drummer for dominance. The vocalists cannot go off on their own timing. The 
bass player cannot try to speed it up because his heart rate jumped. oNE timekeeper. 
Period.

 In my band, our drummer is a human metronome. once I've taught him the song 
and what the tempo is, I let him drive the train. This sets me free to concentrate on 
other things. It also keeps our band tight. You must tell all your musicians that they are 
SlAVES to the rhythm, but not their own rhythm. If your drummer is not the timekeeper, 
you will need to designate someone who is, if it's not you, and tell everyone who that 
timekeeper is. Ever after, everyone follows him. If there is a rhythm conflict, everyone 
loses but the official Timekeeper.

 It often helps to rehearse with and without the sound system. You will, of course, 
end up rehearsing with it because you'll want to simulate the conditions present on the 
actual day of recording, if you're doing a live album.

 once you have rehearsed each song individually, plan several "dress rehears-
als" to run through the entire set without interruption. In doing this, you are rehearsing 
the spaces BETWEEN the songs, which are equally important to the flow of the set. Your 
sound team should, of course, be part of these rehearsals especially, and as many of the 
other ones as is feasible. They're as much a part of this as the musicians.

 okay, we're getting close to D-day!
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G	 									D6/F#	 						Em7	 					A2/F#	 C	 						Em7/B	 							Am7
			Intro

G	 									D6/F#	 						Em7	 					A2/F#	 C	 						Em7/B	 							Am7
Chorus
Jesus,			it’s		You,		 						no	one	but	You,		 												Jesus,		it’s	You					I				need

G	 									D6/F#	 						Em7	 					A2/F#	 C	 						Em7/B	 							Am7

No		one		can		do		 						what		You		can	do,		 													Jesus,	it’s	You		 				I				need

C	 	 										D						C	 	 	 		D							C	 																						D					Em						 									D/F#
I’ve	seen	the	price	of	power,								I’ve	seen	the	cost	of	fame,										I	know	what	wealth	can	do	but		nothing	compares	to	Your	Name
I offer up to You                           the very best I have                     but all my righteousness         is nothing more than filthy rags

C	 	 										D						C	 	 	 		D							C	 																						D					Em						 									
I’ve	seen	the	brighter	side,	now					I					can		testify,				no			one			can			satisfy	like	You
I	cannot	change	my	ways,			but	I	can	trust	Your	grace,	and	daily	live	by	faith	in	You

JESUS IT’S YoU

Verse
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Chapter Five

Chicken Soup For The Worship Team (Setup & Dress Recording)

 on the following page I have put a diagram of a recent live worship recording stage 
plot we worked on. This was a very large scale project and may be more extensive than 
your setup, but the same principles apply.

 The primary thing we were trying to accomplish in placing the band, choir and 
other vocalists was to try to separate open microphones from each other and from 
extraneous loud noises. You will notice that we put shields around the drums, the per-
cussionists and the horns. This was simply to try to get a clean recording on their mics. 
Every mic is picking up every sound it hears. If we can make it hear only the instrument 
we want it to hear, that helps us get a clean recording.

 Some of the instruments went direct. This means that their signal was going di-
rectly to tape without a microphone. Their signal was clean. None of the guitarists, 
keyboardists or bassist used amps. This helped reduce noise on stage. We used in-ear 
monitors on this project so that there were no monitors on stage, either. This helped us 
tremendously to keep the stage noise down and get a clean recording. If you are going to 
use in-ear monitors, rehearse with them before the recording date. let the musicians get 
accustomed to them.

 We grouped the "direct" instruments so as to provide a quiet space between groups 
of open mics. This also helped us to cut the noise down and clean up the sound.

 You should draw a diagram of your stage. Note where the most on-stage noise is 
being generated. I can tell you that it will most probably be your drummer. If you can, get 
a plexiglass shield to put around his kit. If you have other percussionists or wind instru-
ments, do the same for them. If you can, use hyper-cardioid microphones on the instru-
ments that are unavoidably close to other sounds. This will provide greater "off-axis 
rejection" and will give you a cleaner sound.

 I recorded a live album recently with my band. The drummer was right behind me, 
with a plexiglass shield around his kit. I was using an Audix SCX�5 (the lollipop) micro-
phone on my vocals. I was pleasantly surprised to find that the drum bleed on my mic 
was negligible. In fact, because we used in-ear monitors and shields, the recording was 
pristine and, consequently, very easy to mix. (For a discussion of inexpensive ways to 
get an in-ear monitoring system for your musicians, see my other book in this series, 
"The Church Sound Survival Guide.")
 During your early rehearsals, experiment with different configurations until you 
come up with one that not only reduces bleed into other mics but also works for the 
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band. Be prepared, however, for your producer to tweak this arrangement. Who knows, 
he may completely rearrange your stage! Bring him into this decision as early in the 
project as you can. Trust him and have a willing heart.

 Here's a bit of advice not directly related to the recording process but worthy 
nonetheless. on the day of the dress rehearsal and the day of recording, provide meals 
and snacks for your worship team. This will keep them from leaving the location (you 
won't lose anybody and no tardiness!), will increase unity and will provide loads of 
"behind the scenes" photo-ops. It's a lot more fun this way. Keep cases of bottled water 
on hand for your vocalists. A lubricated voice is a happy voice. of course, a lubricated 
drummer is a happy drummer, too, but that can be a problem...

 So, here you are at the time to set up for your live recording. You might consider 
having the band set up the day before the recording team comes in. You'll need at least 
the morning to get the microphones, cables and recording equipment in place. Then you'll 
start to get sound levels. The recording engineer will want to ensure that no signal is 
distorting on the recorder. He'll have each instrumentalist and each vocalist make their 
loudest noise so he can set his input gain. Then he'll probably want to hear the entire 
group run through a song or two. Be patient; this part of the process takes time. There 
will be periods when each person will have the opportunity to do nothing while remaining 
in position. It is important that everyone in the worship team remain quietly in position 
and have an understanding, patient attitude. This is what it takes to get a good record-
ing.

 If you load in in the morning and get your levels set in the early afternoon, you 
should be ready for the next VERY IMPoRTANT step by late afternoon or early evening. 
You are about to record your dress rehearsal.

 once your producer and engineer are happy with the levels, and everyone is well 
fed and full of French Roast, start with song one and record every song all the way 
through with every instrument and every vocalist. The only thing missing is the audi-
ence.  Take breaks as necessary between songs, but not too long. Stay focused. If some-
one makes a major flub, start that song over again. DoN'T try to do the entire set in one 
pass. That's not the point of this exercise. The point is to get a safety recording of every 
song you will perform at the actual performance. This accomplishes two important 
things;

 -It gives you a recording in the same aural environment with the same settings 
as the actual performance. That way, if there is an equipment or musician malfunction 
during the performance, you have this safety to fall back on.

 - It sets your musicians free to enjoy themselves during the actual performance. 
They know that there's a good version of every song already in the can. 
 You might be pleasantly surprised at the result of this. During the live recording I 
did with my band, we did this (I always do this.) but we didn't use a single recording from 
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the safeties on the CD. We played with abandon and freedom the night of the concert 
and all the songs had a great energy, I think, due in large part to our having recorded the 
safeties.

 Be sure that your musicians do NoT change any of their settings between the 
dress rehearsal and the performance. If they increase or decrease the volume from their 
instruments or amps, they are changing the volume to the recorder. This is not good for 
the recording. All settings everywhere must remain the same. Mark the settings. This 
will become very helpful during the fix-and-mix time. If possible, just don't touch the 
controls at all. Tweakage is good, but at some point, tweakage must stop, saith the lord.

 If your guitarists and bassist are putting on new strings, have them do it the day 
before the dress rehearsal. And tune between EVERY song! This includes the bassist.

 Now it's time to go home and get a good night's sleep. You've got a great day ahead 
of you tomorrow.
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Chapter Six

The Roar of The Crowd (recording your audience)

 You have set up all the instruments, microphones, cables and recording gear. You 
mustn't forget the one part of your live recording that cannot be fixed or replaced in the 
studio- the audience. I have been amazed over and over again at the people who bring 
me a live album to mix having forgotten to record the audience. Why are you recording a 
lIVE album if the audience is not going to be on the recording?! We've used the overhead 
drum mics to try to give us some audience. on one project, we used the audio track from 
a video recorder! It worked okay, but not nearly as well as good mics. I now have a library 
of various size audiences in full, stereophonic sound to cover a multitude of sins.

 I generally use four tracks for audience recording. The mic placement varies from 
project to project. on my own recent live recording, we put a pair of mics directly in 
front of center stage on a mic stand at floor level (5-6 feet high), facing away from each 
other toward the back corners of the room. We placed a second pair about twenty feet 
up and forty feet from center stage (eighty feet apart.) This second pair of mics created 
a lot of space and made the audience seem larger.

 During the recording we did of Spirit West Coast, we put two mics on boom stands 
at the sound tower facing out and toward the stage. The sound tower was about a hun-
dred yards from the stage, in the middle of the �5,000 person audience. If I could have, 
I would have put another pair right on the stage at each speaker tower, facing over the 
audience about twenty feet high.

 on another recent live recording (the one represented by the stage diagram in the 
previous chapter) we suspended mics from the ceiling, about forty feet overhead, and 
placed two more about sixty feet from center stage (1�0 feet apart) on wall extensions 
from the stage (you can see our approximate mic placements in the diagram.) This gave 
us great stereo separation and that "space" I mentioned earlier. Your placement will be 
determined by several factors; how large your room is, how large your audience is and 
where you can practically place the mics.

 Each pair of mics is creating a stereo image. I experiment with the balance be-
tween the two until I get something that sounds great.

 In the chapter on mixing we'll discuss what you do with your audience tracks once 
you record them. The important thing at this point is to make sure your record them. I 
recently recorded a live concert that Randy Stonehill and I were doing. The sound crew 
failed to record the audience. We can't use the tracks. Don't forget your audience!
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Chapter Seven

Catch-�� (fixing your mistakes)

 It sometimes happens that musicians don't play what they wanted to play, or they 
miss a note. It sometimes happens that vocalists go flat or sharp or sing the wrong words. 
Really. It happens sometimes. When they hear it on a recording, it can make them want 
to cry. I feel your pain. I have cried myself.

 Do not worry. Most things are fixable. In fact, with the digital recording systems 
we have, most things are fixable without the musician even knowing they ever made a 
mistake. Many times, when the guitarist hit an F# instead of a G, I have found a G some-
where else on the recording, clipped it out, copied and pasted it in and covered the mis-
take. When the rhythm of the bass player wandered away from the drummer, I have cut 
and moved his parts so that he sounded like an lA session pro. I hve corrected the pitch 
on nearly every vocal I have recorded in the last five years.

 The reality is, in this digital age, that most fixes can be done without having the 
musicians come in and replay them. This is not only incredibly convenient, it is also a 
great time and money saver. Many musicians are not aware of this and so they stop 
playing when they make a mistake. You, the leader, should console them with this knowl-
edge. And tell them to keep playing!

 Some musicians think this is cheating. of course it is! Mixing is cheating. Effects 
are cheating. We are not trying to exactly reproduce a live musical experience. That is 
impossible. A live worship recording is not the same experience as a live worship con-
cert. We are using the parts recorded during a live concert to create an entirely differ-
ent experience; one you can have in your car, stereo system, computer or headphones. A 
live worship recording is a representation of what a live experience could be in your own 
space.

 If the recording is clean and all the tracks are fairly discreet, anything can be 
fixed in the recording program. I recently recorded a band in the studio. The drummer 
couldn't hear the click but didn't tell me. In fact, when I asked him, he said that he could 
hear it fine. He couldn't. After we had recorded everything, it was apparent that the 
timing was unacceptable. Rather than just fix one or two spots, I opted to fix the entire 
track. There were 3,000 edit points on the drum tracks alone; 1,500 on the bass track. 
You cannot hear the edits. These guys have incredible timing! If your producer is good, 
and your budget allows, so will your musicians.

 That said, there are times when a part or vocal must be replaced by the musician 
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who made the - dare I say it?- mistake. It is in this case that you will be happy that you 
made notes on all your settings. When your guitarist, bassist, keyboardist or vocalist 
comes in to fix their part, they will bring with them the exact instrument and gear they 
used during the original recording and they will set it to the exact settings they had 
used. If, for some reason, it is impossible to match the tone, the entire track can be re-
played.

 on a recent live recording we had a buzz in a microphone on an important acoustic 
guitar part. The playing was good, but that buzz just got in the way. We re-recorded the 
entire track- you can't tell it- and the album is better for it.

 Drums and vocals are trickier to replace, but not impossible. I have taken drum 
parts from one part of the song and pasted them into another section and it worked 
exceedingly well. Unless you are an obsessive/compulsive perfectionist and have a very 
large budget, this procedure should suffice and prove most efficacious.
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Chapter Eight

The Sound of Music (mixing)

 Mixing is where the recording process gets most tedious. Initially, I go over every 
track to do several things-

- cut out all spaces between the actual musical parts (this creates silence where silence 
should be and keeps the recording clean)
- set the initial volume and pan settings
- add any effects, compression, gating or limiting
- fix any booboos, if possible.

After that I start to set the track volumes and EQs in relation to one another, add a touch 
of reverb and set about getting a good mix. I never let any track be up in volume unless 
something is actually happening on that track. As an example, if the background vocal-
ists are not singing on the instrumental introduction of a song, their tracks are muted. 
The same is true of the audience tracks, and this is where a live recording can sound 
very clean or sound as though you are listening to this music from inside a box- those 
pesky audience tracks!

 When dealing with the audience tracks, I first cut everything below 400-500 
hertz. This completely wipes out all the boominess that is being picked up by the audi-
ence mics from the stage. Because the audience mics are generally facing away from the 
stage, they're primarily picking up the lower frequencies. on the other hand, the sound 
you want most from your audience- clapping and shouting- is happening in the higher 
frequencies. Cutting the lows will keep your audience mics from wrecking a perfectly 
good recording.

 My second secret (I don't know why I'm telling you this! I am so ashamed.) is that 
I mute the audience mics during every song unless and until they actually Do something 
that the recording needs. When they're clapping after a song, their volume is up. When 
they're listening, they're muted. This alone makes a clean recording. If they are singing 
or clapping along and it helps the song, I'll bring them up a little. Rolling off those lows 
helps keep my mix clean.

 When you mix a live album, you can't really mix the entire thing at once. Besides, 
it's going to go on the CD as individual tracks anyway. So I mix each song individually. I do 
it in packets of song-plus-audience-response. other than the first track on the CD, each 
song starts without any audience on it. It ends with an audience response, or at least 
with some ambient noise on it. let's take a look at a fictional concert order with some 
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description of what is going on between the songs.

 A) Fade In- sound of ambient auditorium, audience getting excited.
 B) Audience applause indicating someone has come on stage.
 C) Introduction- wild audience applause.
 D) Song one.
 E) Audience shouts and applause.

 F) Song Two.
 G) Audience cheers.

 H) Song Three
 I) Audience is hushed.

 J) Song Four.
 K) Audience keeps clapping after song ending, then breaks into applause.

 In this example, parts A, B, C, D and E would be track one on the CD. The audience 
would fae out under the start of part D. Fade out again under part F. Parts F and G would 
be track two. Fade out under part H. Parts H and I would be track three. I would probably 
reduce the amount of time between songs, especially at the hushed parts, to keep the 
momentum going. Again, fade out under part J. Parts J and K would be track four.

 By treating each song and it's audience response as one packet, we deal with each 
mix separately. We don't have to get every setting for every song down. We just work on 
each song to make it sound great. Then we add the audience response and we mix that to 
a stereo track for compiling into the final CD.

 There are times when the actual audience response to a song is inappropriate. For 
example, some yo-yo chooses the quietness after you sing "Breathe" to WHooo-Hooo! 
really loudly. or someone who wants to know that they were on the CD develops and re-
peats a distinctive whistle throughout the entire recording. Cute. If the audience is mic'ed 
well and the band does not do any "Thank you, Detroit!" during the clapping, that whis-
tler is history, and so is the WHoo-Hoooer.

 When we recorded the Spirit West Coast live worship CD, we used the audience 
response from one concert- the Newsboys, in fact- for all the responses between every 
song. Cut and paste. snip, snip. We have a live record. Remember, it's not a faithful record 
of an exact replica of a true recording of an event that happened one night. It is an evo-
cation of a live experience. If this is cheating to you, so is every film you've seen, or play 
you've watched, or story you've read. Bono said that making an album is like making 
catsup; if you knew how it was done, you probably wouldn't enjoy it anymore. It's true. or 
at least it evokes the feeling of being true.
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Chapter Nine

The Matrix (manufacturing)

 The manufacture of a CD package involves replication, printing, collation, shrink wrap-
ping and packaging. Let me describe each of these briefly.

 - CD replication is the process of making an exact copy of your master to as many CDs as 
you want. A Compact Disc is a sandwich with a thin piece of metal between two clear plastic 
layers. That thin piece of metal has been stamped and encoded with your music. The clear plastic 
layers simply protect it. If you sent them a master CD, as you should have, you should not need 
CD mastering. This is an extra step and additional cost. Hopefully, your producer and studio will 
have supplied you with a CD master ready for replication.

 A CD only plays on one side, unlike phonograph discs of old, so the other side is used for 
printing and identification. This is called on-CD printing. It is generally done by a screened print-
ing process. You will need to supply graphic design for the on-CD printing as well as all the paper 
pieces. Sometimes a white base coat of ink is applied to the CD and another ink color is printed 
over it. This is called undercoating. Remember, each ink run counts as a color, including the under-
coating.

 - The rest of your printing will be on paper. There are generally two pieces of paper in-
volved- the booklet and the tray card. The booklet is most commonly a 4.75" by 9" (approx.) piece 
of paper that is folded in the middle. This is most common, but it is not the only choice. You can 
have as many pages as will fit in the jewel case. Of course, every print run, piece of paper, cut 
and fold costs more money.

 Printers use a lot of terms that may sound confusing or misleading to you. If you don't un-
derstand something, ask for an explanation. A fold in the paper size we described above is called 
a "fold." When it is folded, it creates a four panel booklet (see the illustration on the next page.)

 The tray card serves as the back of the finished CD package. It is a bit larger than the 
booklet and folds at two opposite sides to create two visible spine panels when inserted in the 
tray. These spines are generally printed with the artist name and album title so that, when the 
jewel case is stacked with other cases, you can read this information on the spine. Every piece 
of printing you do should have an identifying, unique product number on it, including the on-CD 
design. This will help the printer not print Jello Biafra's design on your worship CD.
 Full color printing is simulated using four colors- Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black. This is 
called four color process. When a printer refers to "Four over one" or "4/1," he's talking about the 
number of inks used on two sides of a piece of paper; four ink colors on one side, one ink color on 
the other. Sometimes you'll see "4/0." This means that there are four ink colors on one side and no 
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printing on the other. This would be fairly common, as on tray cards where the side under the CD 
is not printed.

 In our example, we have used four colors on the CD booklet outside (panels 1 & 4) and in-
side (panels 2 & 3.) On the tray card we have used four colors on each side as well (that's my cat, 
Sam, inside Randy Stonehill's guitar case.)

 If you are doing the design yourself, the printer should supply you with a template for 
your printing layout. Use his template and not anyone elses. His template is set up for his presses.

 - Collation is the process of inserting the printed paper into the jewel case and inserting 
the CD into the tray. It does not include shrink wrap. That's extra money and another process. 
Technically, what we do today is not really shrink wrap, it's plastic wrap. Your manufacturer 
may refer to it by another name. Do not be alarmed, just ask for an explanation to ensure that 
you understand. Here's a tip; get the wrap. People are more willing to buy a CD that is wrapped 
than a CD that is not.

 - After your CDs have been replicated, printed, collated and wrapped they'll be loaded into 
boxes. The most common sizes allow for 25 or 30 CDs in each box. These are then put in cartons, 
generally four boxes to a carton. These are sealed and are ready to ship to you. Hallelujah! Now 
all the manufacturer needs is a street address... and some money. You'll generally be asked for 
50% down and 50% on completion of the order. You'll also be asked to allow for a plus or minus 
5% or 10% allowance, so your final bill may change slightly. Just make sure that you get all the 
CDs you're charged for.

 Once again, this entire manufacturing process should cost you somewhere between 95¢ 
and $1.25, depending on the complexity of your design and the speed at which you want it deliv-
ered. If you're in a big hurry, expect a hefty extra charge.
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Chapter Ten

That Thing You Do (getting the music out)

 If you are harboring hopes that a MAJoR lABEl will hear your CD and sign you to 
a RECoRD DEAl ("bring in the standard 'Rich & Famous' contract"), forget it. It does hap-
pen on occasion, but rarely. Most labels want to be involved in the creation of a CD from 
start to finish. Most labels are inundated with demo CDs. The chances that yours will 
stand out above the many other church worship CDs is small. The chances that someone 
will actually listen to your CD without a jaundiced ear is even smaller. Besides, this was 
not your PURPoSE, was it? If it was, fly to Nashville and start knocking on doors.

 There are so many other ways of getting your music out. The internet offers many 
sites where your music can be previewed and purchased. Those are good options. Use as 
many of them as you can. local stores can be a great outlet. Distribution in Christian 
bookstores is probably not a viable option. Here are some of the reasons for this opinion;

 - There is a triangle of sorts- radio airplay, touring and publicity- that all need 
to be in place for retail distribution to be necessary and successful. Without radio air-
play, touring or promotion, there really isn't a reason for a national retailer to give your 
CD space on his shelf- and that space is expensive; all the major labels are clamoring 
for each spot. I know that there are shining exceptions to this, but they are few and far 
between.

 - To get airplay and publicity is expensive. You'll have to hire radio and marketing 
consultants. They will be pitching your song to the radio stations alongside all the major 
labels. There are one or two slots each week for new songs. How good do you think your 
chances will be of getting one of those slots when the major labels are putting pressure 
on the Music Directors to play their songs? They have a lot of muscle and influence. I 
speak from experience. After your song is pitched for a certain period- say four weeks- 
it is considered dead by the radio folks. It's over.

 look through your favorite Christian music magazine. Compare the most recent 
issue with the last one. Do you see a lot of ads for independent artists? Do you see the 
same ads in both publications? Chances are good you won't because it's just too expen-
sive for independent artists to keep buying a $5,000 ad placement when it's not turning 
into income.

 Does all this sound discouraging? It's meant to. Discouragement keeps all the 
deadwood out- all those who don't really want it that bad. It also helps to keep you fo-
cused on your PURPoSE. Why did you record this CD? Remember that bumper sticker? 
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Bring it out and get your CD to your target audience every way you can.

 Your best distribution will most likely be through your own congregation. If they 
like the CD, they'll be sharing it with their families, friends and co-workers. Frankly, this 
will accomplish more for God's family than all the radio airplay, chart position and dis-
tribution ever could.

 I have a suggestion; If your PURPoSE was/is to represent your church worship 
experience to the people in your city or region, why not let your congregation be your 
distribution network? They can also help to financially support the project and they'll 
have a creative, unintimidating way to share the Good News with their neighbors. You 
can ask them to purchase their first CD at $15 each. For each one after that that they 
will give away to someone outside the church, you'll sell it to them for $7.50. If they buy a 
whole box of �5 or 30, they can get it for $5 per CD.

 As I said, this is an easy way for your people to introduce your church to their 
neighbors. It doesn't require them to know theology or even the Four Spiritual laws. All 
they have to do is buy CDs and give them away! And that is the other benefit- they're 
buying the CDs, which helps you pay for them. Good all 'round.

 You might also consider giving a free CD to every visiting family. This will engen-
der good will and keep you in their view. If they decide to attend church regularly, they'll 
probably choose your fellowship, if only because of familiarity.

 Whatever you do on this score, be sure to make it also conform to your PURPoSE 
statement. Stick close to your purpose and carry out the vision God gave to you in the 
beginning. There are so many ways we can be sidetracked and our effectiveness neutral-
ized. Don't let it happen to you! This is why your PURPoSE statement is so very impor-
tant. If God ordained this project and directed you as to why He wanted you to do it, then 
stick with it and see what God will do for you.
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Chapter Eleven

What Did You Do In The War, Daddy? (the next one)

 Hopefully, your worship CD recording experience has been, or will be, a delight. Even under 
the best of circumstance, however, you will probably have some things you wish you had done 
differently, or things you wish you had known before you set out to record. It will help you 
in planning for the next recording if you write these things down now. It is so easy to forget 
things... What was I saying?,,, Oh, yeah...

 Put some extra pages in this notebook and keep notes of every conversational tidbit that 
will help you shape the next recording better. Write down terms that are new to you. If you 
receive printed information from the producer, studio, graphic designer, printer, manufacturer, or 
other pieces that have bearing on the project, put them in here as well. Keep copies of your bills 
and invoices in here. The more you put in, the more information you are storing up for your next 
project. As someone has said, "the faintest ink is greater than the strongest memory." You may 
also consider making a shared scrapbook of the process for your worship team.

 Here are some questions to ask yourself, the worship team, the producer, your sound team 
and everyone else that was involved.

 - Were there any major or minor frustrations or roadblocks you encountered during this 
project? What were they?

 - Did they significantly affect your enjoyment of the project?

 - Did they affect the quality of the finished product?

 - How can we change these for the better?

 - What things would you change if you were doing this again?

 - Are you pleased with what we did?

 - Any other suggestions, ideas, complaints or criticisms?

 Write them all down and keep them with this notebook. They will help you on your next 
worship CD. And there will be a next one, won't there? I hope so!

 Lastly, you should consider subscribing to CHRISTIAN MUSICIAN and WORSHIP MUSICIAN 
magazines. They are full of helpful articles on points of interest specifically geared to people like 
you and me. You should also look at the Studio and Articles pages on my website. There are plenty 
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more helps there.
There is also further information on the "Survival Guide" series of books I've written, including 
"The Church Sound Survival Guide" and the "Christian Songwriter Survival Guide."

Here are some helpful sites;

www.christianmusician.com

www.bobkilpatrick.com

www.fairoaksmusic.com

For further information on Bob Kilpatrick music ministry, recording studio, books, radio program 
or articles, please go to the website, or write;

Bob Kilpatrick Ministries, Inc.
P.O.Box 2383

Fair Oaks, Ca 95628
vox (916)961-1022
fax (916)965-7138

email info@bobkilpatrick.com


